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ABSTRACT It is known that metasurface composed of randomly distributed subwavelength unit cells with
different reflection phases features some specific electromagnetic behaviors, of which diffuse scattering
property can be applied to reduce Radar Cross Section (RCS). In this paper, a subwavelength unit cell based
on shunt resonance is designed. Since shunt resonance can provide stable phase distribution within the range
between its double resonant frequency points, reflection phase variation of the subwavelength unit cell can
be slight. Equivalent transmission line model presented proves effective on extracting reflection phase of a
sub-wavelength unit cell. Referring to variation of its normalized reactance versus frequency, we adjusted
microstructure layout of the sub-wavelength unit cell until its reflection phase variation become gentle over
X and Ku band. Six different scaling unit cells are chosen to form diffuse scattering metasurface. Simulation
and experimental results exhibit that monostatic RCS reduction more than 10 dB can be realized over X and
Ku band.

INDEX TERMS Broadband, diffuse scattering metasurface, equivalent transmission line model, RCS
reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION
Metamaterial is a kind of artificial structure composite or
material that exhibits properties not found in natural materials
or compounds. Since 3-dimensional metamaterials usually
have relatively narrow bandwidth and heavy thickness, their
application are limited. Many scholars have tried to broaden
their bandwidth and reduce their thickness [1]–[3]. Metasur-
face with ultrathin thickness is then put forward. Compared
to 3-dimensional metamaterial with similar electromagnetic
properties, metasurface is flexible, conformal and processing
easily [4].

In 2011, F. Capasso use V-shaped antennas as unit cell
structures to design phase gradient metasurface and find
series of its special optical phenomena such as anoma-
lous reflection and refraction [5]. At same time, generalized
reflection and refraction laws are deduced and verified exper-
imentally. The results show that the additional gradient phase
shift along propagation path of light can provide great flex-
ibility in molding optical wavefront. It breaks the constraint
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of standard optical components, which rely on gradual phase
accumulation along the optical path to change the wavefront
of propagating light [6].

From then on, more researchers focus on anomalous elec-
tromagnetic phenomena brought by metasurface and it is
applied promptly in various fields, including but not lim-
ited to wave-front control technology [7], [8], polarization
convertor, propagating waves(PW) to surface waves(SW)
convertor [9], [10], ultrathin flat lenses [11], holographic
technology, vortex-beam generators. It is also used to reduce
monostatic radar cross section (RCS) [12]–[16]. For example,
it is demonstrated that metasurfaces can be used to realize
specific electromagnetic characters such as reflection in spe-
cific direction without altering its physical shape, by utilizing
achromatic phase shift stemming from spin-orbit interaction
in ultrathin space-variant and spectrally engineered metasur-
faces [17]. In [18], an anisotropic metal-mirror, which can
accomplish achromatic polarization transformation within
4-octave bandwidth (twice as large as that of previous broad-
band converters) is presented.

Although metasurface has property controlling elec-
tromagnetic waves, narrow bandwidth often limited its
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application. From early stage to present, many scholars have
been working to broaden its operation bandwidth. The ini-
tial metasurface constructed by V-shaped unit cells exhibit
abnormal reflection and refraction phenomenon, but its band-
width is only 1.0-1.9µm [19]. The reflective phase gradient
metasurface with anomalous reflection for linearly polarized
waves built by Yongfeng Li et al. reaches wider frequency
band lately [20]. In 2013, Mingbo Pu et al. propose a meta-
surface based on subwavelength unit cells with low Q values
which exhibit anomalous reflections over 8-12 GHz [21].
An equation calculating reflection phase of the unit cell is
also given as follows:

ϕr=arg
(
(1−
√
ε2−Ys/Y0)−(1+

√
ε2 − Ys/Y0)exp(2ikh)

(1+
√
ε2 − Ys/Y0)−(1−

√
ε2−Ys/Y0)exp(2ikh)

)
(1)

In [21], bandwidth of themetasurface occurring anomalous
reflection is broadened by adding a gradient-index dielec-
tric layer on top surface of the metasurface, which enlarges
reflection phase range of unit cells to 0-360◦. However, the
variation range of reflection phase is not uniformwithin range
of 0-360◦.
In this paper, an equivalent transmission line model of

the unit cell is developed to deduce reflection phase of
the microstructure layer of the unit cells at first. It corre-
lates reflection phase of the unit cell to reactance of the
microstructure layer, thickness of the dielectric layer and
dielectric permittivity directly. Then the transmission line
models of series resonance circuit and shunt resonance cir-
cuit are compared. By analyzing the normalized reactance
X/Z0 of these two equivalent transmission line models, it is
found that the normalized reactance X/Z0 of the parallel
resonance circuit model is closer to the expected normalized
reactance. Referring to the equivalent transmission linemodel
of shunt resonance circuit, we proposed a subwavelength
unit cell. We adjust and optimize structure and size of the
unit cell, six unit cells with different physical size are deter-
mined ultimately, of which reflection phases can cover entire
0-360◦ within range of 8.0-17.0 GHz. The phase random
metasurfaces is then constructed by these subwavelength unit
cells which exhibit diffuse scattering within frequency band
of 7.0-16.0 GHz. Compared with that one presented in [21],
bandwidth of the metasurface proposed is doubled, and there
is no need to add gradient refractive index dielectric layer on
top of the metasurface. This unit cell can also be used to com-
pose phase gradient metasurfaces with broadband anomalous
reflections.

II. DESIGN OF METASURFACES
A. EQUIVALENT TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL OF TYPICAL
SUBWAVELENGTH UNIT CELLS
We develop equivalent transmission line model to analyze
reflection phase distribution of the metasurface. At first,
the reflection constant of a unit cell is extracted as follows.
A typical subwavelength unit cell configuration is as shown
in Fig.1(a) which usually has three layers. The upper layer

is microstructure layer. The middle is dielectric layer with
relative permittivity εr and thickness d, and the bottom layer
is ground (perfect conductor layer). The microstructure layer
can be equivalent to a series resonance circuit or a shunt
resonance circuit [20]. The dielectric layer and ground plane
can be equivalent to a lossless transmission line with a short-
circuited terminal load, of which characteristic impedance
is Zm. Thus, two models for subwavelength unit cells based
on equivalent transmission line are gained as Fig.1(b) and
Fig.1(c). Fig.1(b) is a series resonance circuit model and
Fig.1(c) a shunt resonance circuit model. The correspondence
between each part of the subwavelength unit and its equiva-
lent element in models is indicated in Fig.1.

The equivalent lumped element parameters R, L, and C
(or R1, R2, L1, L2, C1, and C2) of the structural layers in
its equivalent transmission line model depend on its physical
size parameters. Its equivalent impedance Zs in series reso-
nance model and shunt resonance model can be expressed as
follows respectively:

Zs = R+ j
ω2LC − 1
ωC

= R+ jX (2)

or

Zs1 = R1 + j(ωL1 +
1
ωC1

)

Zs2 = R2 + j(ωL2 +
1
ωC2

)

Zs =
Zs1Zs2

Zs1 + Zs2
= R+ jX (3)

where R is equivalent resistance of the microstructure layer.
X is equivalent reactance of the microstructure layer. L is
equivalent inductance and C is equivalent capacitor. Since
resistance of the micro-structured layer usually is very small
in practice, it can be neglected. Then we can use lossless
transmission line model to analyze it.

The middle dielectric layer and the conductor ground
can be regarded as a lossless transmission line with short
circuit terminal of which length is d and characteristic
impedance Zm. Then the input impedance Zd of this trans-
mission line can be written as:

Zd = jZm tan(βmd) (4)

where βm is propagation constant of electromagnetic wave in
the dielectric layer.

Total impedance Ztotal of the equivalent transmission line
model is shunt impendence of the microstructure layer
impedance Zs and the dielectric layer impedance Zd:

Ztotal =
ZsZd

Zs + Zd
(5)

The reflection coefficient 0 at input port of the equivalent
transmission line model can be derived by total impedance
Ztotal and characteristic impedance Z0 of air:

0 =
Ztotal − Z0
Ztotal + Z0

(6)
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FIGURE 1. Unit cell and equivalent models (a) The equivalent transmission line model of typical
subwavelength unit cell. (b) The equivalent series resonance model. (c) The equivalent shunt resonance
model.

Then the reflection phase ϕ at the input port of the trans-
mission line model is:

ϕ = arctan
Im(0)
Re(0)

= arctan

 2 · XZ0 · tan (βmd) ·
(
tan (βmd)+ X

Z0
·
√
εr

)
(
X
Z0
· tan (βmd)

)2
−

(
tan (βmd)+ X

Z0
·
√
εr

)2

(7)

Thus, to design a subwavelength unit cell with a stable
phase difference, it is necessary to make the phase difference
between two adjacent unit cells have a constant value versus
frequency:

ϕn+1 (f )− ϕn (f ) = 1 (8)

ϕn+1 and ϕn are phases of two adjacent unit cells.
If there is no microstructure layer on top of the dielectric

layer, the reflection phase should be sum of phase delay
(2βmd) in the dielectric layer and phase change (π) caused
by total reflection.We assume the reflection phase in this case
as phase reference ϕ0:

ϕ0 (f ) = 2βmd + π (9)

Unit cells with stable phase gradient distributions can
be constructed by calculating the phase difference between
phase reference ϕ0 and reflection phase of subwavelength
unit cells with different physical size parameters. A quadratic
equation with one unknown X/Z0 can be gained by combin-
ing (7), (8),and (9):

a ·
(
X
Z0

)2

+ b ·
X
Z0
+ c = 0 (10)

where,

a = 2
√
εr−tan (βmd) · tan (2 · βmd+1)

+
tan (2 · βmd+1)

tan (βmd)
εr

b = 2 tan (βmd)+ 2
√
εr tan (2 · βmd +1)

c = tan (βmd) · tan (2 · βmd +1)

Let1 = π in (10), an curve of ideal normalized reactance
X/Z0 versus frequency can be gained as shown by the red
line in Fig.2(a). As is illustrated, the expected normalized
reactance X/Z0 versus frequency curve shows a nonlinear
relationship, and there are sharp jigs at some frequency
points. In order to compare relationship of practical normal-
ized reactance X/Z0 of series resonance model and that of
shunt resonance model to the ideal normalized reactance,
we choose a typical set of value as example.

Firstly, according to the reflection phase shift chosen for
each subwavelength unit cell, S11 of the unit cell can be
determined. Then, we construct series resonance model com-
posed of one inductance and one capacitance as well as shunt
resonance model consists of two series resonance branches
respectively. Finally, the inductance and the capacitance val-
ues can be derived as follows by assuming S11 of these two
types of model equal to S11 of the unit cell.
The first set of value corresponds to the series reso-

nance model. The capacitance and inductance values are
L=13730pH and C=20fF respectively. The normalized reac-
tance X/Z0 can be calculated by X/Z0 = (ωL−1/ωC)
/Z0 and is denoted in blue dashed line in Fig.2(a). As is
shown in Fig.2(b)(enlarged Fig.2(a)), the normalized reac-
tance curve of series resonance model coincides with the
expected normalized reactance curve over frequency band-
width of 8.8-11.6 GHz.
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FIGURE 2. Normalized reactance versus frequency (a) the expected normalized reactance X/Z0 under 1 = π and actual normalized
reactance X/Z0 of two equivalent transmission line models. (b) the enlarged view of region inside green rectangle box in Fig.2(a). (c) the
expected normalized reactance X/Z0 curve under 1 = π/3, 1 =2π/3 and 1 = π respectively.

The second set of value corresponds to the shunt reso-
nance model. The inductance and capacitance values of two
series resonance branches are C1 = 40fF, L1 = 8330pH,
C2 = 17.25fF, L2 = 3800pH. The normalized reactance
X/Z0 versus frequency curve is denoted by black ‘‘+’’ line
in Fig.2(a). As is shown in Fig.2(a), the normalized reactance
X/Z0 curve of shunt resonance model coincides with the
expected normalized reactance curve over frequency range of
8.8-17.5GHz.

Thus, reflection phase of the equivalent transmission line
model of shunt resonance circuit can reach phase differ-
ence of 180◦ referring to ϕ0(f) over frequency bandwidth
8.8-17.5GHz, Whereas reflection phase of the equivalent
transmission line model of series resonance can cover
phase difference of 180◦ only within frequency range of
8.8-11.6GHz referring to ϕ0(f). Phase difference of the equiv-
alent transmission linemodel of shunt resonance can be stable
between two resonance points of two series branches which
are 8.72GHz and 19.7GHz respectively.

To verify above conclusion further, the expected normal-
ized reactance X/Z0 versus frequency curves under 1 = π /3
and 1 = 2π /3 are deduced as well, as shown by blue
solid line and black ‘‘+’’ line in Fig. 2(c) respectively. As is

shown in Fig.2(c), two expected normalized reactance curves
of 1 = π /3 and 1 = 2π /3 are uniform between two jump
points. It proves that phase difference between two adjacent
jumping points is π and phase difference between a jumping
point and the jumping point after the next is 2π .

B. SUBWAVELENGTH UNIT CELLS BASED ON SHUNT
RESONANCE MODEL
Based on analysis in Section A, there is a stable phase dif-
ference over a wider frequency range with shunt resonance
equivalent model. In this section, we design a subwavelength
unit cell with shunt resonance feature based on equivalent
transmission line model. First, the classic cross-shaped unit
cell is chosen. Then we slit the metal arms of it to lead in
capacitance effect. Thus, the structure equivalent to series
resonance model is built. We further extend length of the
cross-shaped horizontal arms and vertical arms at their ends
to form another series resonant branch. Till now, the unit
cell equivalent to shunt resonance circuit is developed as
shown in Fig.3(b). According to previous conclusion drawn
from comparison between series resonance circuit and par-
allel resonance circuit. Operation bandwidth of the classic
cross-shaped unit cell is broadened. The unit cell developed
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FIGURE 3. Metasurface (a) diffuse scattering metasurface constructed by subwavelength units. (b) subwavelength unit with shunt
resonance feature. (c) the subwavelength unit cell and its corresponding shunt resonance transmission line model. (d) corresponding
electric field distribution on this subwavelength unit.

consists of three layers. The upper layer is a microstructure
layer with shunt resonance feature. The middle layer is a
dielectric layer with εr = 2.65 and d = 3.5 mm, and the
bottom layer is a metal ground plane. The thickness of upper
and bottom metal layer is t1. After optimizing, we determine
that size of the unit cell is a=10mm. Four parameters g, b1,
b2, and w of surface microstructure are denoted in Fig.3(b)
correspondingly. Since g is given, the equivalent impedance
Zs of the microstructure layer is adjusted by the other three
parameters. Fig.3(c) shows the subwavelength unit cell and
its corresponding shunt resonance transmission line model.
The region inside the red box of the unit cell in x-axis
direction is equivalent to R1L1C1 branch and the end-line
regions inside two blue boxes of the unit cell in x-axis direc-
tion are equivalent to R2L2C2 branch. Corresponding electric
field distribution on this subwavelength unit is presented
in Fig.3(d)

Since equivalent capacitance and inductance values of the
microstructure layer changes with physical size parameters of
the unit cell, thereby, equivalent impedance of themicrostruc-
ture layer changes. Equivalent impedance of the microstruc-
ture layer directly affects reflection phase variation of the
subwavelength unit cells. We optimize b1, b2, and w of
this unit cell configuration at first. Based on final optimiza-
tion results, six subwavelength unit cells of different phys-
ical sizes which show the best reflection phase distribution
with phase difference of 60◦ are determined. The values of
b1, b2, and w for these six subwavelength unit cells are
listed in Table 1. To compare actual normalized reactance
X/Z0 curve of six units developed to the expected normal-
ized reactance X/Z0 curve, we calculate capacitance and
inductance values of each unit cell by S-parameter inversion.
Since the subwavelength unit cells presented feature shunt
resonance favors, C1, L1, C2, and L2 corresponding to six
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TABLE 1. Physical parameters for six subwavelength unit cells and their corresponding capacitance and inductance values.

subwavelength unit cells can be derived as shown in Table 1.
We simulate |S11| of the unit cells and the results closes to
0dB within operation frequency band. It means the resistance
R1 and R2 are relatively small and can be neglected.

Six reflection phases versus frequency curves correspond-
ing to six subwavelength unit cells with different physical size
parameters are illustrated in Fig.4(a). As is shown in Fig.4(a),
reflection phases of the six unit cells vary with frequency
linearly within frequency bandwidth 8.0-16.0GHz. Consid-
ering the phase difference between two first cells of adjacent
lattices (six unit cells with different physical size parameters
consist of a lattice under periodic layout) should be 360◦,
we think reflection phase variation range of each unit cell
covers 0-300◦. Phase difference between adjacent unit cells
keeps 60◦ approximately over entire range of 8.0-16.0GHz.

Fig.4(b) compares actual normalized reactance X/Z0 curve
of the third largest and the smallest unit cell with the expected
normalized reactance X/Z0 curve as 1 = π /3 where X/Z0
are calculated using corresponding L and C values listed
in Table 1. The blue ‘‘∗’’ line is normalized reactance X/Z0
curve of the third largest unit cell and the black ‘‘+’’ line is
that of the smallest unit cell. The actual normalized reactance
curves of these two unit cells both agree very well with
the expected one. Besides, the jumping points of these two
curves also in agreement with the two jumping points of the
expected normalized reactance curve. It indicates that the
phase difference between these two unit cells is π . This is
verified in Fig.4(a). Similarly, actual normalized reactance
X/Z0 curves of the largest unit cell and the fourth largest one is
comparedwith the expected normalized reactanceX/Z0 curve
as1 = 2π /3 in Fig.4(c). The phase difference between these
two unit cells is also π as is shown. Further, Fig.4(d) shows
the actual normalized reactance X/Z0 curves of the second
largest unit cell and the fifth largest one and the expected
normalized reactance X/Z0 curve when 1 = π . The phase
difference between these two unit cells proves π as well.
Above all, the reflection phase difference between adjacent
unit cells is π /3.

C. EQUIVALENT TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL OF TYPICAL
SUBWAVELENGTH UNIT CELLS
There are several ways to reduce RCS. In ‘‘Radar Cross
Section Manual’’ [22] Ruck classifies them into:

1. Absorbing material. Absorbing materials can absorb
electro-magnetic energy and convert it into heat energy or
other forms of energy so that scattering energy is low.

2. Low scattering microstructure/material. Low scattering
structure/material does not absorb electromagnetic energy
but change direction of reflection or transmission waves
so that electromagnetic energy received at the receiver
is low.

3. Low scattering shape. It can also change the path of
incident waves so that energy returning to receiver as low as
possible.

It is the second way above utilizing random phase meta-
surface to reduce RCS. We construct rough surface com-
posed of unit cells designed specifically for microwave
wavelength. Because diffuse scattering convey energy evenly,
RCS selected by receiver is low. Surface roughness depends
on wavelength and angle of incident wave. As shown in Fig.5,
when the surface is perfectly smooth, two reflection beams
are parallel and have the same phase, which is called specular
reflection. When the surface is rough, two reflection waves
are no longer in the same phase. The phase difference can be
expressed as:

1ϕ = 2kd cos θi (11)

If the phase difference between two reflection waves is
much less than π /2, the surface closes to a smooth plane
feature. When the phase difference becomes relatively large,
the specular reflection weakens due to interference effect of
reflection waves of different points and more electromagnetic
energy is scattered to other direction. Fraunhofer [23] points
out that a surface can be regarded as the rough surface if only
d> λ/(32cos θi) (which can be expressed as phase difference
1ϕ > 2π /(16cosθ i), i.e. phase difference 1ϕ > π /8 when
incident angle θi = 0) within microwave band. Otherwise,
it is smooth surface. For a smooth surface, specular reflection
dominates. As the surface becomes rougher, specular reflec-
tion degenerates and much more energy is scattered to other
direction. Diffuse scattering dominates then.

Based on principle above, we construct phase random
metasurface using the unit cells presented which show
required reflection phases over relatively broad bandwidth.
The metasurface developed demonstrates diffuse scattering
feature within 6.8GHz-16.4GHz.
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FIGURE 4. Reflection phase and normalized reactance (a) variation of the reflection phase of six subwavelength unit cells with different physical
sizes versus frequency. (b) actual normalized reactance X/Z0 curves for the 3rd largest and the smallest unit cells and expected normalized
reactance X/Z0 curve as 1 = π/3. (c) actual normalized reactance X/Z0 curves for the largest and the fourth largest unit cells and the idealized
normalized reactance X/Z0 curve as 1 =2π/3. (d) actual normalized reactance X/Z0 curve for the second and the fifth largest unit cells and the
idealized normalized reactance X/Z0 curve for 1 = π .

FIGURE 5. Fraunhofer criterion on surface roughness.

Since phase range is 2π , π /3 is chosen as phase gradient
between adjacent unit cells and six types of unit cells with
different sizes of which reflection phase are analyzed in above
section are used.

The random phase metasurface is as shown in Fig.3(a).
It consists of 16× 16 unit cells. Its size is 160mm× 160mm.
In order to verify its diffuse scattering characteristics,

we calculate RCS of the metasurface under TE and TM
incident wave receptively. Monostatic RCS versus frequency
curves under normal TE and TM incident wave are shown
in Fig.6(a) where the red ‘‘+’’ line is for TE incident wave
and the blue ‘‘1’’ line is for normal TM incident wave.

Black solid line is monostatic RCS of a metal plate of the
same size with the metasurface presented. As is illustrated
in Fig.6(a), monostatic RCS variations with frequency of the
metasurface developed under TE and TM incident wave are
similar to each other. Compared to monostatic RCS of the
metal plate of the same size, they both reach more than 10dB
RCS reduction frequency range of 6.8 to 16.4 GHz. Due to
symmetric configuration of the unit cells, scattering char-
acteristics of the metasurface is insensitive to polarization
feature of incident wave.

In order to observe diffuse scattering phenomenon
occurring on the metasurface visually, we simulate
three-dimensional farfield pattern at following four frequency
points 7.0GHz, 10.0GHz, 13.0GHz, and 16.0GHz respec-
tively. Fig.6(c) is the pattern under normal TE incident
wave. Diffuse scattering effects become stronger as frequency
increases which coincides with general principle on rough
surface scattering. Besides, bistatic RCS of the metasurface
under normal TE incident wave is also calculated and com-
pared to that of metal plate of the same size at 13.0 GHz. The
results are shown in Fig.6(d). Except that RCS of the meta-
surface at bistatic angle Theta=0◦ (corresponding to monos-
tatic RCS)is lower than that of the metal plate significantly,
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FIGURE 6. RCS of metasurface (a) monostatic RCS of the metasurface under normal TE and TM incident wave and that of metal plate of the same
size. (b) monostatic RCS reduction of the metasurface compared to the metal plate. (c) Three-dimensional farfield scattering patterns of the
metasurface at 7.0GHz, 10.0GHz, 13.0GHz, and 16.0GHz. (d) Comparison of bistatic RCS of the metasurface to that of the same-size metal plate at
13.0 GHz (yoz plane).

RCS reduction at other bistatic angles become less due to low
bistatic RCS of the metal plate itself under normal incidence.
It also proves true that diffuse scattering energy is distributed
evenly where spectrum reflection concentrates energy to
definite direction

We also study scattering properties of the metasurface
presented under oblique incident conditions. Setting incident
angles as 15◦, 30◦, and 45◦ respectively, bistatic RCS at
specular reflection angle direction (i.e. incident angle θ i is
equal to reflection angle θ r) are calculated and results are
denoted in Fig.7 by different colors. As is shown in the
diagram, compared to bistatic RCS of smooth metal plate
under corresponding incident angle 15◦, 30◦, RCS reduction
caused by the metasurface can reach more than 10dB over
bandwidth 6.4GHz-16.4GHz. In Fig.7(b) which compares
RCS reduction between themetasurface and the smoothmetal
plate in detail further, it can be found that RCS reduction
under incident angle 45◦ is approximately 7.5dB over most
range of 6.4 GHz-16.4GHz, since RCS of the smooth metal
plate decreases too. In other words, when incident angle
reaches as large as 45◦, RCS reduction effect of the metasur-
face presented degenerates. The phase random metasurface
developed can realize effective RCS reduction under incident
angle less than 45◦ over X and Ku bands.

There are two factors to cause little degeneracy of RCS
reduction under large incident angle. The electromagnetic
response to radiation of the metasurface unit cell changes
with incident angle variation. When the incident direction is
perpendicular to the metasurface, magnetic response of the
unit cell is mainly generated by the gap between the parallel
patch lines. When incident angle changes, the orientation of
magnetic field changes. Under excitation of magnetic field
component perpendicular to themetasurface, the gap between
the patch rings also constitutes a capacitive effect. Thus,
the electromagnetic response of each unit cell will change.
Ultimately, the resonance characteristics and phase versus
frequency curve are affected. In addition, as incident angle
changes, the difference of incident phase on unit cells also
changes. Then, the phase difference of the reflection wave
of unit cells also changes which results in variation of RCS
reduction effects.

To verify above simulation results, the proposed metasur-
face of 160mm×160mm composed of 16 × 16 unit cells is
fabricated. Monostatic RCS of the random phase metasurface
is tested in anechoic chamber under normal TE and TM
incident wave respectively. Agilent N5230C vector network
analyzer is used and two dual-ridged pyramidal horns with
standard gain, of which frequency bandwidth is 9-16GHz,
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FIGURE 7. Bistatic RCS of metasurface (a) bistatic RCS of the metasurface and smooth metal plate at specular reflection angles 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and
45◦. (b) RCS reduction of metasurface with respect to smooth metal plate under incident angles 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and 45◦.

FIGURE 8. Test RCS results of the metasurface and smooth metal plate of
the same size.

are used as transmission and reception antennas. To eliminate
the interference of environment, time-domain gating in the
network analyzer is adopted in experiments. Fig.8 shows the
measured results. As is shown in above diagram, monostatic
RCS reduction exceeds 10 dB over 9-16GHz in two incident
cases which agrees with simulation results considering fab-
rication and measurement errors. the measured results verify
the low scattering of this novel design.

III. CONCLUSION
In this paper, equivalent transmission line model is used
to analyze reflection phase feature of the metasurface unit
cell. According to analysis based on the model, a subwave-
length unit cell with equivalent shunt resonance model has
stable reflection phase over wider frequency bandwidth than
one with equivalent series resonance model. Then, a unit
cell configuration exhibiting stable reflection phase over
6.8-16.4GHz is presented. According to Fraunhofer criterion
on diffuse scattering, six optimized unit cells with different
physical sizes and equal phase gradient are determined to

construct the metasurface with random phase distribution.
The metasurface presented exhibits expected diffuse scat-
tering characteristics over 6.8-16.4GHz. Thus, monostatic
RCS reduction can reach more than 10dB under both nor-
mal TE and TM incidence. When the incident angle is less
than 45◦, effective RCS reduction can also be realized over
the corresponding band. The way to design is applicable to
metasurfaces with wideband characteristics.
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